CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

RWWA safeguards
wagering revenues with
IT service assurance.
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Industry: Entertainment
Company: Racing and Wagering Western Australia
Revenue: AU$1.6 billion
Employees: 500

BUSINESS
Racing and Wagering
Western Australia (RWWA)
provides strategic direction
and leadership in the
development, integrity and
welfare of the racing and
wagering industry in
Western Australia.

CHALLENGE
RWWA’s betting systems
are its main source of
revenue. When the
organisation embarked on
a major IT modernisation
programme, it needed to
ensure that its new online
betting platform remained
highly available.

SOLUTION
To simplify IT
management, RWWA is
implementing a series of
service assurance solutions
from CA Technologies. The
solutions automate key
processes to ensure the
availability of revenue
generating services.

BENEFIT
Centralised and automated
IT management will result
in improved systems
availability. This will help
the organisation reduce
costs, improve the
customer experience and
safeguard its wagering
revenues.
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Business
Administering racing and delivering fair wagering in Western Australia
Racing and Wagering Western Australia (RWWA) is responsible for administering thoroughbred, harness
and greyhound racing in Western Australia. Its activities also include stewarding, which ensures the
integrity of racing is maintained throughout Western Australia.
Its mission is to provide strategic direction and leadership in the development, integrity and welfare of
the racing industry in Western Australia to ensure its competitiveness and long-term commercial
viability.
RWWA also operates Western Australia’s only licensed off-course and on-course betting organisation,
TAB. Bets are taken via a network of 320 retail outlets and 55 racetracks operating throughout the
state, in addition to RWWA’s call centre and an online betting platform known as TABozbet.

Challenge
Ensuring the availability of betting systems
RWWA operates in a fast-paced commercial environment that is continuously evolving, particularly as
a result of changing international and national betting regulations and the growth in online betting.
To ensure it is able to respond rapidly to these and other industry changes, RWWA recently embarked
upon a massive IT modernisation programme. Mike Meehan, General Manager Information Services
at RWWA, comments, “To be able to launch new products and services quickly, we need an IT
infrastructure that is ﬂexible, scalable and reliable.”

“If our IT infrastructure suffers an
outage… we stand to lose millions of
dollars of turnover.”
Mike Meehan
General Manager Information Services, RWWA

With RWWA achieving turnover of up to AU$22 million during key sporting events such as the
Melbourne Cup, IT is key to the organisation’s proﬁtability. “Our revenues come from our wagering
services, which are entirely dependent upon IT. If our IT infrastructure suffers an outage on the day
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of a signiﬁcant event, we stand to lose millions of dollars of turnover that will never be recovered,”
adds Meehan.
The organisation had an ageing IT environment, including a 25-year-old mainframe-based wagering
system, a legacy Systems Network Architecture (SNA) and betting terminals that were up to 15 years
old. As part of the modernisation programme, RWWA refreshed its state-wide network, replaced its
terminals and is about to launch a brand new betting system.
This new IT environment, however, has brought with it some operational challenges. RWWA’s 320
betting outlets provide nearly 3,000 betting and related information terminals and are dispersed
throughout Western Australia, which is three times the size of Texas and around 3,500 kilometres from
top to bottom. Meehan comments, “We found it challenging to fully support and maintain our
state-wide terminal network, as we often had to ﬂy engineers to remote locations, arrange hire cars
and pay for their accommodation. This was not only costly but also meant that it could take several
days to respond to a problem and could potentially result in lost wagering turnover.”

Solution
IT service assurance supports transformation programme
In order to simplify IT management, RWWA worked with a third party specialist consultant to
investigate the IT service assurance tools on the market.
Following this exercise, RWWA decided to implement a number of CA Technologies’ solutions, including
CA IT Client Manager, CA IT Asset Manager, CA eHealth® Performance Manager, CA Spectrum®
Infrastructure Manager, and CA Application Performance Management.
The ﬁrst of these solutions – CA IT Client Manager – was deployed in late 2009 with assistance from
CA Technologies Services. “CA Technologies Services was critical to the success of the implementation,
and provided excellent support throughout the project,” comments Meehan. “We also engaged CA
Technologies Education to deliver training to our technical team, from which we had overwhelmingly
positive feedback.”

“With CA IT Client Manager we
achieved a massive time saving and
also reduced implementation risks.”
Mike Meehan
General Manager Information Services, RWWA
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CA IT Client Manager has enabled RWWA to automate a number of key IT management processes. For
example, it can now deploy software upgrades, patches and virus protection from a central console.
“We can now implement new software overnight to approximately 3,000 terminals, instead of having
to visit each in person, which could take weeks,” comments Meehan.
RWWA also recently used the solution to conﬁgure 40 servers at once in just an hour. “With CA IT Client
Manager we not only achieved a massive time saving but also reduced implementation risks as we
were able to ensure the consistency of the conﬁguration for each server.”
Greater control of IT assets and improved network visibility
CA IT Client Manager’s asset management capabilities will also be key to enhancing efﬁciency
within the organisation, although this module of the solution is not yet deployed. “Once we have
implemented CA IT Asset Management we will be able to automatically detect networked devices and
the software running on them for instant visibility of the IT estate without time-consuming data
collection.”
To ensure the core network that supports its betting terminals remains highly available, RWWA is also
in the early stages of implementing CA Spectrum IM and CA eHealth PM. “The CA Technologies’
solutions will be used to monitor around 4,000 network devices and the wagering platform, which is
based on IBM Power6 Systems and 40 servers,” comments Meehan.

“We will be in a better position to
support and develop the racing
industry in line with our goals.”
Mike Meehan,
General Manager Information Services, RWWA

The two solutions will be integrated to provide real-time and historical performance metrics, alerts to
potential problems and root cause analysis for infrastructure faults.
To continue providing the expected transactional response, RWWA is currently implementing CA
Application Performance Management. The solution will enable RWWA to monitor and manage
revenue generating applications and ensure they provide the expected level of transactional response
required by customers, as well as to quickly perform root cause analysis when required to remedy any
reduction in the expected services.
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Meehan comments, “CA Application Performance Management has already identiﬁed a number of
potential problems which we were previously unaware. We are hoping that the solution will help us
develop and maintain better online wagering services.”

Beneﬁt
Safeguarding revenues from wagering services
Once the CA Technologies’ solutions are fully deployed within RWWA’s new IT infrastructure, the
organisation will be able to react faster to issues with terminals, servers and the network to maximise
the availability of its betting systems. “By centralising and automating IT management, we will be able
to be more proactive and massively increase efﬁciency,” comments Meehan.
This will enable RWWA to:
• Minimise IT support and travel costs
• Improve the customer experience
• Protect wagering revenues
“CA Technologies’ solutions are an important part of our IT modernisation programme; being able
to manage the infrastructure effectively on an ongoing basis will be crucial to maximising our
investment,” comments Meehan. “As a result of the programme, we will be in a better position to
support and develop the racing industry in line with our strategic goals.”
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